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A note on methodology
Many of the charts in the Deloitte CFO Survey show
the results in the form of a net balance. For example,
this net balance could represent the percentage of
respondents reporting that bank credit is attractive,
less the percentage saying bank credit is unattractive.
This is a standard way of presenting survey data. To
aid interpretation of the results, this table contains a
full breakdown of responses to some of the questions
covered in this report which have historical significance.
Due to rounding, responses to the questions in this
report may not sum to 100.

Introduction

Chief Financial Officers (CFOs) are highly influential in the
New Zealand business community. Understanding their
views on their own businesses as well as on the wider
economy and where they see risks and opportunities
provides useful insight into New Zealand’s economic
health and direction.
We are pleased to present the third annual Deloitte New
Zealand CFO Survey. This report outlines the views and
sentiments of New Zealand CFOs based on their survey
responses. We hope it adds value to your business as a
general economic indicator.
To ensure we received information that truly reflects the
New Zealand business environment, we surveyed 133
CFOs from a range of locations, industries and business
sizes. We have pulled insights from the New Zealand CFO
community and compared them to the views of their CFO
peers in Australia as appropriate to provide an interesting
benchmark against one of our largest trading partners.
In 2015, a stronger New Zealand economy aided by
domestic construction activity in Christchurch and
Auckland, low inflation, a recovering US economy and
continued low interest rates, has CFOs continuing to
feel optimistic about their companies’ future prospects.
However, some headwinds caused by lingering issues
around European debt, slowing economic growth in
China and falling commodity prices are behind a slight
increase in the levels of CFO uncertainty over last year.
We also expect the weaker Australian economy and
the continued strength of the NZ dollar (particularly
against the Australian dollar and the Japanese Yen) to
have played a part in these results. While uncertainty
remains lower than 2013 levels, it appears to have made
a comeback in 2015 due to our exposure to potential
external shocks muting CFO optimism compared to 2014.
Regardless, the overall position of New Zealand’s
economy means CFOs’ optimism levels remain historically
high and uncertainty levels still relatively low. Despite this
continued overall positive outlook continuing from last
year, we were once again surprised to see that only half
of CFOs surveyed believe that the time is right for taking
greater risk onto their balance sheets. This “risk divide”
emerged as a theme in last year’s survey and continues
in 2015. When we look more deeply into CFOs attitudes
toward risk, we find they remain cautious about investing
for growth and taking on risk.

Businesses are continuing to have to deliver more with
less, which will be behind some of the caution around
making investment decisions. This approach could be a
drag on economic growth.
Risk aversion remains a dominant theme, even though
the risk takers continue to reap the benefits through
higher revenue growth. In 2015, this approach is perhaps
driven by the rebound in uncertainty around external
conditions and the continued spectre of disruptive
change. But it also may be linked to a disconnect
between board and management attitudes toward risk.
We were surprised to see that according to CFOs
surveyed, the board does not set the risk appetite in 41%
of businesses. And in 22% of organisations, CFOs report
that the board and management views are more than “a
little divergent.” What’s more, risk doesn’t seem to be
well managed in many of our respondents’ businesses,
who do not have robust risk management procedures.
Based on these results, there is a need to achieve greater
alignment between board and executives’ attitudes on
risk. Without alignment at the top of an organisation
there is a greater chance strategies will not be coherent
nor properly executed. A considered, aligned and
healthy appetite for risk can be a strong driver of an
organisation’s strategy for growth.
Until greater alignment is achieved, it seems most CFOs
will continue to err on the side of caution despite a
continued outlook for low cost of credit and a strong
domestic economy. Last year, we challenged CFOs
make the most of these better economic times to make
significant inroads in improving growth and productivity.
In 2015, this challenge remains very much open.

Peter Gulliver
Managing Partner, Audit
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The Deloitte CFO Survey
Key findings
?

Levels of optimism
still high, though
somewhat down
from last year

Uncertainty makes
a slight comeback
in 2015

• 46% feel more optimistic compared to three
months ago, down from 58% in 2014 but still
up from 37% in 2013

• Net 45% of respondents cite higher than normal
uncertainty, up from last year’s 36% but down
from 64% in 2013

• Net optimism in the New Zealand economy is 59%,
a 23% decline from last year

• Lingering issues around European debt, slowing
economic growth in China, and falling commodity
prices are creating headwinds

• Net optimism in interest rates has increased by
40% and net optimism in the New Zealand dollar
(NZD) has increased by 21%

Low appetite for risk and a risk divide remains a concern

56%

52% 48%
CFOs remain evenly divided with 52%
wanting to take on more risk and 48%
not wanting to take on more risk

?

56% of CFOs report their organisations
are risk-averse compared to the broader
market and others in their industry

CFOs optimistic
about the outlook for
their businesses but
expectations mixed

?

65%
22%
65% of CFOs report differing views of
risk between management and the board
and 22% report this difference to be
more than slight

Most CFOs still
cautious about how
to achieve growth

• 74% of respondents think revenue is likely to
increase, and 58% expect cash flow to improve
over the next year

• 66% of CFOs prefer organic expansion or the
introduction of new products or markets as
strategies for growth

• 85% of CFOs expect inventory levels to remain the
same or decrease over the coming year and they
expect the cost of financing to remain low

• There is only modest appetite for financial modes
of growth such as M&A (34%), restructuring debt
(30%), raising capital (13%) or asset disposal (14%)

• But, only 38% of CFOs expect to increase
headcount and only 30% expect to increase
discretionary spending

• 59% of CFOs believe balance sheets are optimally
geared and 41% are not aiming to change their
level of gearing in the next 12 months
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Optimism
tinged with realism
Key Points:
• Businesses are still very optimistic, though
CFOs are less exuberant than last year
• The performance of the New Zealand
economy is the source of greatest
optimism, followed by low interest
rates, a strongly performing local share
market, less economic uncertainty in
the United States and consequent NZD
depreciation against the greenback

Financial prospects
New Zealand businesses continue to be optimistic in
2015. Just under half (46%) of the CFOs surveyed feel at
least somewhat optimistic about the financial prospects
for their company compared to three months ago.
While CFOs are optimistic, they are less exuberant than in
2014, with net optimism easing from 49% to 33% and
the number of CFOs reporting their optimism broadly
unchanged growing from 33% to 41%. These results
suggest CFOs may be viewing their prospects through a
lens tinged with realism. Whilst there is a relatively strong
domestic economy, there are a number of challenges
and risks of negative external influences.
The degree of optimism expressed by CFOs also varies
between regions, sectors and business sizes.

• A weaker Australian economy, lingering
issues around European debt, slowing
economic growth in China and falling
commodity prices are creating headwinds
• CFOs expect the NZD to stay
below the $0.80 US dollar (USD)
mark over the next year
• CFOs expect the Reserve Bank
of New Zealand to keep interest
rates steady or lower the official
cash rate over the next year

Compared to three months ago how do you feel about the finanical prospects for your company?

21%

Australia net

33%

Net
Significantly less optimistic

Most sectors are positive, but primary sector CFOs
(agriculture and mining) report lower levels of
optimism. This view is consistent with falling global
commodity prices.
Large business (revenue over $51 million) CFOs are
optimistic, but smaller business (revenue less than
$20 million) CFOs are even more bullish about their
companies’ financial prospects.

49%

24%
1%
0%
0%
9%

Somewhat less optimistic

12%
13%
50%
40%

Somewhat more optimistic
Significantly more optimistic

41%

33%

Broadly unchanged

2015: n=133

While most regions’ CFOs show healthy levels of net
optimism, Canterbury-based CFOs only report modest net
optimism, which is consistent with other recent surveys
suggesting that the strong acceleration in the Canterbury
economy may be reaching a plateau. It is worth noting
that the Canterbury economy continues to have unique
challenges for CFOs and business leaders to manage.

36%

24%

33%
6%
4%

48%

10%

2014: n=123

Australia comparison:
2015
2014
2013

2013

How
has your perspective
level of optimism been impacted by the following factors? (Net)
Australian

Australian CFOs report the same trend of easing
New Zealand economy
net optimism year on year, though they are in
less optimistic
thanrates
their Kiwi counterparts. Net
Interest
0%
optimism of Australian CFOs has fallen to 21% from
26%
Local share market buoyancy
36% a year ago. This result is consistent with the
relative
positioning
of the two economies at present
15%
Value
of New
Zealand dollar
-6%
and is reflected in the NZD:AUD cross rate.
U.S. economic uncertainty
Commodity prices

1%
-11%

Chinese economic conditions 28%
European debt issues 28%
Net 2015: n=133

59%

82%

40%
42%

14%

32%
1%

-9%
Net 2014: n=123
2015 CFO Survey
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Australia net

33%

Net
Significantly less optimistic

36%

24%

1%
0%
0%
9%

Somewhat less optimistic

12%
13%

2015: n=133

The New Zealand economy is the source of greatest
optimism, though this has eased considerably, shifting
from an almost unanimous net positive 82% in 2014 to
net positive 59% this year. Other factors contributing
to CFO optimism include low interest rates, a strongly
performing local share market, and a stronger US
economy emerging.
But CFOs see some external threats to their businesses
and the economy. These include lingering issues around
European debt, slowing economic growth in China and
falling commodity prices.
The drivers of CFO optimism are shifting over time.
Compared to last year, commodity prices have
dramatically shifted from net positive 32% to net
negative 11%, Chinese economic conditions have gone
from a neutral net positive 1% to net negative 28%,
and the value of the NZD has moved from net negative
6% to net positive 15% on the back of its depreciation
against the USD (the NZD:USD cross rate was at a 12
month low at the time the survey was undertaken).

48%

33%
6%
4%

10%

2014: n=123

Australia comparison:
2015
2014
2013

2013

How has your level of optimism been impacted by the following factors? (Net)

59%

New Zealand economy
Interest rates

0%
26%

Value of New Zealand dollar
U.S. economic uncertainty

1%

14%

-11%

32%

Chinese economic conditions 28%

1%

European debt issues 28%
Net 2015: n=133

42%

15%

-6%

Commodity prices

82%

40%

Local share market buoyancy

-9%
Net 2014: n=123

How has your level of optimism been impacted by the following factors?

New Zealand economy

9%

58%

Interest rates

3%

Value of New Zealand dollar

3%

U.S. economic uncertainty

1%

29%

Local share market buoyancy

1%

29%

Commodity prices

1%

Chinese economic conditions
European debt issues
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50%
40%

Somewhat more optimistic
Significantly more optimistic

41%

33%

Broadly unchanged

Drivers of optimism
The CFOs surveyed report a number of factors driving
their sense of optimism, but they also report some risks
on the horizon.

49%

24%

11%
6%

7% 2%

25%
38%

48%

11% 1%

26%

41%

24%

5%
15% 1%

54%

2%1%

68%

23%

41%
50%

29%

7%

37%

2%

32%

60%

Significantly positive impact

Somewhat positive

Somewhat negative impact

Significantly negative impact

2%

Not at all

Where do you see the value of the New Zealand dollar in 12 months’ time?
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Next 12 months CFO predictions

Value of the New Zealand dollar
Nearly three quarters (73%) of respondents predict the
value of the NZD to sit at less than $0.80 USD in 12
months’ time. This figure is in sharp contrast to 2014
when 93% predicted the NZD would appreciate to
$0.85 USD or higher (which it did in fact do in June
and July 2014); however, the recent appreciation of
the NZD to the Australian dollar (AUD) is a source
of risk, particularly for manufacturing exporters and
tourism operators.
Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s official cash rate
Forty-one percent of CFOs predict the official cash
rate (OCR) to remain at 3.50% in 12 months’ time,
while 44% predict it may fall to 3.25% or lower. In
2014, a third of respondents felt the OCR would
remain at 3.00%. Interestingly, last year CFOs surveyed
saw interest rates as a neutral factor in their levels of
optimism while this year’s respondents see interest rates
as being 40% net positive on their outlook. This shift is
consistent with CFO sentiment around a rate cut, or at
least lower upward pressure on interest rates.

2015 CFO Survey
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Where do you see the Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s official cash rate in 12 months’ time?
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2%
2%

2015: n=133

2014: n=123

Next 12 months CFO predictions

Business context
Is there a healthy
appetite for risk?
Key Points:
• Despite a continued positive economic
outlook, CFOs remain cautious
• A net 45% of respondents cite higher than
normal uncertainty, up from last year’s
36% but down from net 64% in 2013
• Despite slight movement from
last year, CFOs remain evenly
balanced between wanting to take
on risk (52%) and not (48%)

External financial and economic uncertainty
Respondents indicate that uncertainty has made a
comeback in 2015. While CFOs indicated a net 64%
high uncertainty in the inaugural Deloitte New Zealand
CFO Survey two years ago, this figure reduced markedly
in 2014 to net 36%. This year, CFOs indicate a net 45%
high uncertainty.
While just over half (53%) of respondents indicate their
businesses are facing normal levels of financial and
economic uncertainty, a substantial number (46%) are
still feeling uncertain as to the future indicating above
normal, high or very high levels of uncertainty facing
their companies.

• 58% of CFOs report their organisations
are risk-averse compared to the broader
market and others in their industry
• 65% of CFOs report differing views
of risk between management and
the board and 22% report this
difference to be more than slight

How would you rate the general level of external financial
and economic uncertainty facing your company? (Net)

Net High uncertainty
Below normal level of uncertainty

1%

Very high level of uncertainty

64%

5%
53%
55%

34%

Above normal level of
uncertainty

As to be expected, there are still wide variations
across regions and sectors in respondents’ feelings of
uncertainty. In Auckland, CFOs see few risks but there
is more uncertainty among their Canterbury-based
counterparts. While primary sector companies see high
levels of uncertainty, this is less so in other parts of the
economy. One perspective is that in a post-GFC world,
with rapid change and the potential for business model
disruption, higher levels of uncertainty are becoming the
new norm.
Australian perspective
The level of uncertainty among Kiwi CFOs compares
favourably to Australia where 63% of CFOs indicate
above normal, high or very high levels of external
financial and economic uncertainty.

1%

Normal level of uncertainty

High level of uncertainty

45%

36%

32%
6%
7%

39%
44%

19%

1%
2%
2%
2015: n=133

2014: n=123

2013

Is this a good time to be taking greater risk onto your balance sheet?
67%

51%

52%

2015 CFO Survey
51%

49%

48%

49%
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Very high level of uncertainty

1%
2%
2%
2015: n=133

The risk divide
Last year, CFOs surveyed were almost evenly split
between risk-takers and risk-averse, with a slim margin
of net 2% thinking it was a good time to take greater
risk onto their balance sheets. We wondered if there
was a two-speed economy emerging between the risktakers and the risk-averse companies.
Perhaps, as a consequence of lower levels of optimism
and higher levels of uncertainty among CFOs this year
compared to last, the needle on net risk appetite has
moved very little since 2014, from 2% to 4%. This year,
a slightly higher percentage of CFOs report feeling it is a
good time to take greater risk onto their balance sheets
at 52%. CFOs remain almost evenly split when it comes
to risk, despite financial and business performance
being consistently higher for risk-takers. This approach
suggests CFOs, whilst relatively positive, have sufficiently
long memories to be cautious.
On balance, it is a positive sign that the number of CFOs
who believe now is a good time to take on greater risk
has grown marginally since last year despite feeling
less optimistic and more uncertain. This view towards
taking on greater risk has the potential to impact a
number of key business decisions including mergers and
acquisitions (M&A), investment and hiring decisions.
However, the combination of elevated net optimism,
the majority of respondents reporting normal levels
of uncertainty, low interest rates and a stronger US
economy probably should have translated to a greater
increased propensity for risk taking than is being
reported by CFOs. What is certain is the continuing
risk divide means continued opportunity for the wellconsidered risk-taking CFO and their business.
The most risk-taking regions are Canterbury and the
provinces, while CFOs in Auckland are evenly split and
Wellington CFOs are the most risk-averse. CFOs in
service sector business are looking to take on risk; the
property and construction sectors are evenly split; and
primary sector CFOs are risk-averse. Smaller businesses
are generally looking to take on risk, except for the
very small firms. In contrast, large business CFOs are
more risk-averse.

8

2014: n=123

2013

Is this a good time to be taking greater risk onto your balance sheet?
67%

51%

52%

51%

49%

48%

49%

33%

2%

Yes

No

2015: n=133
2013

Net

2014: n=123

Australia comparison 2015

-34%

Australian perspective
Interestingly, despite materially lower levels
of optimism and higher levels of uncertainty,
Australian CFOs show a similar risk profile to their
New Zealand counterparts in 2015 with net 2% of
them identifying as risk-takers.

4%

Risk appetite
The majority of CFOs surveyed (58%) identified their
organisation’s appetite for risk to be either somewhat or
significantly risk-averse when compared to the broader
market and other companies in their industry.
When businesses are taking on risk, CFOs report it is
mainly in the areas of building on existing businesses,
rather than more risky options such as entering new
markets or using technology.
The risk aversion is mainly due to economic uncertainty,
but there are also challenges from the attitude
of boards, regulation, and technological changes
disrupting business models.
While regulatory and disruptive changes are difficult to
control, a disconnect between boards and management
on risk can be an impediment to developing and
executing a successful strategy.
Nearly a third of CFOs (32%) cite board attitudes as
the reason for their risk aversion. While risk should
be managed, it should not be entirely avoided. Wellmanaged risks need to be taken to drive growth and
exploit opportunities.
Approaches to setting the tone around risk and
risk management appear mixed. While 59% of
respondents report that the board sets the risk
appetite of the organisation, in another 41% of firms,
the executive leadership sets the risk appetite. Risk
appetite is a core strategic component – it needs to
be set at the governance level and is very much a
duty of the board. This result may reflect differences
in the quality of governance models throughout our
economy, with relatively smaller businesses often
being dominated by management.
Sixty-five percent of CFOs report that the management
view of risk differs from the board’s view. And 22%
report this difference in view to be more than slight.
One might expect a difference in views to be part of a
healthy tension between the governance and execution
teams, but on the face of it, we consider this level of
misalignment is too great.

With regard to your experience of the broader market and other companies
in your industry, how does your organisation’s appetite for risk fall within
the risk spectrum?

Net risk taking

-36%

Significantly risk averse

6%

Somewhat risk averse

52%

Neutral

20%

Somewhat risk taking

22%

Significantly risk taking

0%

What are the top two factors that have a positive impact on your risk
appetite (i.e. you are prepared to take more risks to drive opportunity)?
Existing business with
growing opportunities

62%

New markets opening up

32%

New technology to drive growth

29%

New channels to market

28%

Competitor activity

20%

Stakeholder pressure to utilise capital

12%

Declining value of dollar

11%

Changing regulatory freedom

3%

Other (please specify)

4%

What are the top two factors that have a negative impact on your risk appetite?
Economic uncertainty

41%

Board attitudes

32%

Low growth environment

30%

Regulation

29%

Increasing business model disruptions

29%

Funding risks

20%

Government policy uncertainty
Increasing litigation
Other (please specify)

11%
2%
6%

2015 CFO Survey
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There are some signs of complacency when it comes to
risk management. Sixteen percent of CFOs report that
their organisation’s risk appetite is defined only by verbal
agreement. While this number is the minority, we feel
it is probably too high. Again it possibly reflects a more
informal approach that can often apply at relatively
smaller businesses. Risk management is a critical aspect
of successful businesses – the more management and
the board are aligned over risk and the more formal
their risk systems in place, the better, in our view.

Who is primarily responsible for determining
the risk appetite for your organisation?

How does management’s view of risk
differ from your Board’s view?

Board

59%

Executive Leadership

Not at all

41%

35%

Slightly

Risk & Compliance

0%

Moderately

CRO

0%

Significantly

43%

20%

2%

How formally is risk appetite defined in your organisation?
Documented statement that
covers all significant risk categories
at corporate level only

28%

Documented statement that
covers all significant risk categories
and cascaded down the organisation

24%

Documented statement that
covers limited key risk categories

20%

16%

Verbal agreement only

13%

Documented high level statements

Compared to three months ago, how do you feel about
the financial prospects for:
1%

55%

29%

15%

The New Zealand economy
10

2%

Your region's economy

47%

39%

11% 1%

Who is primarily responsible for determining
the risk appetite for your organisation?

Economic and
business outlook

How does management’s view of risk
differ from your Board’s view?

Board

Executive Leadership

59%

Not at all

41%

Slightly

Risk & Compliance

0%

Moderately

CRO

0%

Significantly

20%

2%

How formally is risk appetite defined in your organisation?

Key Points:

Documented statement that
covers all significant risk categories
at corporate level only

28%

• CFOs are generally optimistic about
• CFOs expect inventory levels to remain
Documented statement that
the New Zealand economy,
their local
the same or decrease (85%) over
24%
covers all significant risk categories
and cascaded
downso
the about
organisation
economy and their sector,
but less
the coming year and they expect the
the outlook for the global economy
cost of financing to remain low
Documented statement that
20%

covers limited key risk categories

• CFOs are optimistic about the
• Hiring and discretionary spending remains
outlook for their businesses but Verbal
the agreement only subdued with only 38%16%
of CFOs reporting
expectations are in some ways mixed
expectations to increase their headcount
and under a third (30%)
Documented high level statements
13% expecting to
• 74% of respondents think revenue is likely
increase their discretionary spend
to increase over the next year but fewer
CFOs (58%) expect cash flow to improve

Economic outlook
CFOs optimism in the New Zealand economy and their
local economies and sectors outpaces their optimism
in the global economy. Fifty-six percent feel more
optimistic about the New Zealand economy compared
to three months ago; 49% feel more optimistic about
their region’s economy and their sector; and just over a
third (35%) of CFOs surveyed are optimistic about the
global economy. This possibly reflects a relatively weaker
Australian economic situation, lower growth in China,
downward pressure of key commodity prices (especially
dairy) and the ability for New Zealand businesses to be
shocked by external global economic events.
But economic confidence is uneven, with high degree of
confidence in the local regional market, led by Auckland.
While confidence in the New Zealand economy is
high, this optimism is less pronounced across sectors,
with particular weakness in the primary sector. CFOs
are cautious about the global economy – consistent
with their assessment of potential risks from a slowing
Chinese economy.
New Zealand business metrics
CFOs are optimistic about the outlook for their
businesses but the expectations are, in some ways,
mixed. Revenue expectations are very positive,
consistent with a growing economy. Seventy-four
percent of respondents report that revenue is likely to
increase over the next year.

Compared to three months ago, how do you feel about
the financial prospects for:
1%

55%

15%

29%

The New Zealand economy
2%

47%

2%

47%

11% 1%

39%

Your region's economy
15%

34%

3%

Your sector
35%

32%

34%

The global economy
Much more optimistic

Slightly more optimistic

Slightly more pessimistic

Much more pessimistic

Neither nor

But businesses do not expect to cash flows to improve
Compared to three months ago, how do you feel about the financial prospects for: (Net
as fast, with 58% reporting they are likely to increase
over the next 12 months. This view is consistent
region’s
economy
withYour
limited
pricing
power and sustained pressure
47%
on margins. Only a third (33%) of CFOs expect their
operating margins to increase. The economic recovery
41%
The
economy
mayNew
be Zealand
boosting
revenues and cash flows, but costs are
also increasing at a similar pace.
Your sector

There is some relief from lean inventory management
and low finance costs, with only 15% reporting
an expected
increase
in inventory
and only 19%
1%
The global
economy
anticipating an increase in financing costs.

30%

Net

2015 CFO Survey
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Bond issuance
3%
Inventory levels --4%
- 6%
5%
Financing costs -

3%
5%
2%
Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123

29%

4%

Net 2013

How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company over the next 12 months?
Revenues
Operating cash flow

4%

54%

Operating costs

4%

53%

Capital expenditure
Headcount
Operating margins
Levels of cash holdings
Bank borrowing
Discretionary spending
Dividends/share buybacks
Financing costs
Inventory levels
Equity issuance
Bond issuance

4%

3%

21%

1%

74%
24%

57%

15%

4%
1%

2%

17%

51%

20%

4%

4%

17%

47%

29%

2%

24%

47%

23%

7%
1%

2%

17%

43%

30%

2%

5%

14%

41%

28%

5%

2%

17%

35%

36%

2%

4%

14%

26%
26%

33%

14%

12%

11%

60%

14%

17%

68%

14%

89%

8%

1%

96%

2%
Increase somewhat

Increase significantly

According to CFOs, hiring and discretionary spending
remains subdued with only 38% reporting expectations
to increase their headcount and under a third (30%)
expecting to increase their discretionary spend. This
subdued approach to hiring and discretionary spending
reflects pressure in the economy to deliver more with less.

No change

Decrease somewhat

Decrease significantly

How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company over
the next 12 months? (Net)
58%

Revenues
Operating cash flow

30%

Operating costs

28%
29%

Capital expenditure

CFOs are also conservative on capital management,
more likely to return capital through dividends and share
buy backs than increase the capital base through bank
borrowing, bond issuance or equity issuance. Businesses
generally have sufficient cash holdings, which are likely
to rise. This suggests businesses are unwilling to use this
cash to pursue risky expansion strategies - or there are
few appropriate opportunities.

22%

Dividends/share buybacks
Headcount
Bank borrowing
Equity issuance
Levels of cash holdings
Operating margins
Discretionary spending

- 23%
Bond issuance
3%
Inventory levels --4%
- 6%
5%
Financing costs -

Australian perspective
Despite having less optimism and feeling more
uncertainty, once again, Australian CFOs seem to
be more bullish on the outlook for their businesses.
Seventy-nine percent think that their revenues will
increase in the next year, 66% are optimistic about
increasing their cash flow, and 47% expect their
operating margins to increase. But Australian CFOs
report the same level of optimism around future
hiring with 38% expecting headcount to rise and
they are less likely to loosen the purse strings for
discretionary spending.

32%

42%
46%
40%
40%

63%

76%

43%

17%
26%
8%
11%
19%
8%
11%
10%
7%
11%
1%
5%
6%
27%
6%
5%
3%
3%
5%
2%
Net 2015: n=133

29%

4%

Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company over the next 12 months?
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Revenues
Operating cash flow

4%

11%

60%

14%
54%

26%

Action based on outlook?
Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to pursue
over the next 12 months? (Net)

Key Points:
• The dominant strategies for growth remain
organic expansion (66%) and introduction
of new products or markets (66%)
• 74% of CFOs indicate that bank borrowing
is most attractive while 64% of respondents
indicate internal funding (from profits) as
preferred for their capital structuring

Business strategies
Even though CFOs are optimistic about the economy
and their own businesses, the main strategies for
expansion are very much linked to growing existing
businesses through organic expansion and through
introduction of new products or markets. Sixty-six
percent of CFOs expect to pursue organic expansion,
and the same number report expectations of introducing
new products or expanding into new markets.
There is only modest appetite for inorganic and
financial modes of growth. Few CFOs are looking to
really expand their businesses by increasing leverage,
raising new capital or restructuring through asset
disposal. M&A is slightly more favoured (34%), but most
businesses are not looking to do much in the way of
restructuring debt (30%) despite very low interest rates
and willing lenders, raising capital (13%) or disposing of
legacy assets (14%).
Generally, Auckland CFOs are more aggressive in
their search for growth through product or market
diversification; however, the appetite for capital
restructuring is limited across the board.
Australian perspective
While a similar proportion of Australian CFOs expect
to pursue organic expansion (66%) and introduction
of new products or markets (59%), they have more
appetite for M&A (49%), restructuring debt (40%),
new capital raising (23%) and asset disposal (29%).

• Introducing
The largest
oforCFOs (38%)
newproportion
products/services
expanding into new markets
indicated that they feel neutral towards
the overall cost
of new
credit and
Organic
expansion
80% feel credit is readily available

64%
67%
68%
63%
68%
73%

M&A

• CFOs
(59%) believe
balance sheets are
Renegotiating
financingthat
facilities
optimally geared
and
the
largest number21%
of
21%
Increasing leverage
17%
respondents (41%) is not aiming to change
14%
13%
New capital raising
8%months
their level of gearing
in the next 12

33%
30%
31%
29%
36%
26%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

13%
13%
16%

Asset disposal

Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to pursue
over the next 12 months?
Organic expansion

7%

59%

33%

1%1%

Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

7%

59%

34%

1%

M&A

7%

Increasing leverage

8%

Renegotiating financing facilities
New capital raising
Asset disposal

65%

27%
24%

5%

1%

62%

11%

71%

25%

5% 8%

87%
86%

2% 12%

1%

Increase significantly

Increase somewhat

Decrease somewhat

Decrease significantly

No change

Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to pursue
over the next 12 months? (Net)
64%
67%
68%
63%
68%
73%

Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for
New Zealand corporates?
Organic expansion
33%
30%
31%
50%
29%
36%
26%

M&A

Bank Borrowing

24%

Renegotiating financing facilities
Increasing leverage

Internal funding (from profits)

20%

New capital raising

8%

Asset 7%
disposal
Corporate debt

Equity issuance

6%

35%

20%

21%
21%
17%44%
14%
13%

30%

13%
13%
16%

50%

26%

3% 3%

5%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013 8% 1%

58%

11%

Which of the following business
strategiesSomewhat
is your attractive
company likely
Very attractive
Neutralto pursue
over the next 12 months? Somewhat unattractive Very unattractive
Organic expansion

7%

59%

Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

7%

59%

33%

1%1%

34%

1%
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Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

7%

M&A

7%

Increasing leverage

8%

Renegotiating financing facilities

Views on the overall cost of new credit for New Zealand
corporates remain consistent with the 2014 survey
results. The largest proportion of respondents (38%)
indicated that they feel neutral towards the overall cost
of new credit.
CFOs believe that balance sheets are optimally geared.
The majority (59%) of CFOs surveyed believe that New
Zealand corporate balance sheets are optimally geared,
an increase from 44% in 2014. Twenty-seven percent of
respondents believe balance sheets to be undergeared
and 14% believe them to be overgeared.
As for the views of their own company balance sheets,
the largest number of respondents (41%) are not aiming
to change their level of gearing in the next 12 months.
Businesses have remained consistent in their
unwillingness change their capital structure. Businesses
are finely balanced between raising and reducing
gearing somewhat over the next year, with most
expecting to change nothing.

24%
25%

11%

71%
87%

2% 12%

1%

86%

Increase significantly

Increase somewhat

Decrease somewhat

Decrease significantly

No change

How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for
New Zealand corporates?
Bank Borrowing

24%

Internal funding (from profits)

50%

20%

Corporate debt

7%

Equity issuance

6%

20%

44%

5%

8% 1%

50%

26%

58%

Very attractive

3% 3%

30%

35%

Somewhat attractive

Somewhat unattractive

11%

Neutral

Very unattractive

How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for
New Zealand corporates? (Net)
69%

Bank Borrowing

62%

71%

60%
64%
57%

Internal funding (from profits)

27%
28%

Corporate debt

34%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

21%
20%
15%

Equity issuance

How would you rate the overall cost of new credit for
New Zealand corporates? (Net)
Net cheap

- 5%
- 17%
Very cheap

3%
5%
2%
4%
29%
27%
33%
38%
39%
43%

Neutral

Somewhat costly

Very costly

14

1%

62%

Somewhat cheap

Overall, respondents are still taking the safe approach
despite believing debt to be relatively affordable and
readily available.

1%

65%

5% 8%

Asset disposal

There is limited interest in corporate debt or equity
issuance with 50% and 58% of respondents respectively
indicating they have a neutral view towards each of
these funding sources. Although it is interesting to
note that CFOs’ propensity for corporate debt or equity
issuance as sources of funding has increased slightly
since 2014.

34%

27%

5%

New capital raising

Capital structure
Bank debt and internal funding are the most attractive
sources of funding. Seventy-four percent of CFOs indicate
that bank borrowing is most attractive while 64% of
respondents indicate internal funding (from profits) as
preferred. Businesses have built up cash reserves and
bank debt is in plentiful supply and cheaply priced, from
a historical perspective.

59%

18%
2%
3%
2%

26%
29%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

Australian perspective
Similar to New Zealand CFOs, the proportion of
Australian CFOs who expect no change in their
gearing levels is steady at around 40%. In contrast
to New Zealand CFOs, the percentage intending
to increase gearing has almost doubled in the last
three months.
Despite uncertainty surrounding Australian
federal government policy and the woes of the
resources sector, the AUD and interest rates are
now so low that CFOs are willing to take on risk
and invest in growth.

How would you rate the overall availability of new credit
for New Zealand corporates? (Net)
77%
73%
71%

Net easy to get

Very hard to get

Somewhat hard to get

1%
2%
0%
2%

6%
4%
11%

Neutral

18%
21%
44%

Somewhat available

Very available

30%

17%

51%

58%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

36%

What do you think of the level of gearing on New Zealand
corporate balance sheets? (Net)
59%
Optimally geared

44%
43%
27%
32%
27%

Undergeared

14%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013

24%

Overgeared

30%

What is the aim for your company’s level of gearing over the next 12 months? (Net)

Reduce significantly

2%
4%
4%
23%
16%
19%

Reduce somewhat

41%
41%
42%

No change

26%
27%
24%

Raise somewhat

Raise significantly

Not Applicable

4%
6%
5%
4%
7%
6%

Net 2015: n=133
Net 2014: n=123
Net 2013
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Appendix

A note on methodology
Many of the charts in the Deloitte CFO Survey show the results in the form of a net balance. For example, this net balance
could represent the percentage of respondents reporting that bank credit is attractive, less the percentage saying bank
credit is unattractive. This is a standard way of presenting survey data. To aid interpretation of the results, this table
contains a full breakdown of responses to some of the questions covered in this report which have historical significance.
Due to rounding, responses to the questions in this report may not sum to 100.

2013

2014

2015

Q1. Compared to three months ago how do you feel about the financial prospects for your company?
Significantly more optimistic

4%

10%

6%

Somewhat more optimistic

33%

48%

40%

Broadly unchanged

50%

33%

41%

Somewhat less optimistic

13%

9%

12%

Significantly less optimistic

0%

0%

1%

Q2. How has your level of optimism been impacted by the following factors (Net positive-negative impact)
European debt issues

-23%

-28%

Chinese economic conditions

-16%

-28%

U.S. economic uncertainty

-22%

14%

Interest rates

-24%

40%

Value of the New Zealand dollar

-32%

15%

Local share market buoyancy

3%

26%

Commodity prices

-3%

-11%

New Zealand economy

14%

59%

Q3. How would you rate the general level of external financial and economic uncertainty facing your company?
Very high level of uncertainty

2%

2%

1%

High level of uncertainty

19%

7%

6%

Above normal level of uncertainty

44%

32%

39%

Normal level of uncertainty

34%

55%

53%

Below normal level of uncertainty

1%

5%

1%

Yes

33%

51%

52%

No

67%

49%

48%

US $0.90 - $0.95

3%

7%

2%

US $0.90 - $0.85

8%

29%

5%

US $0.85 - $0.80

75%

57%

21%

US < $0.80

14%

7%

73%

Q4. Is this a good time to be taking greater risk onto your balance sheet?

Q7. Where do you see the value of the New Zealand dollar in 12 months’ time?

16

2013

2014

2015

> 3.5%

14%

9%

3.50%

22%

41%

3.25%

25%

24%

3.00%

29%

12%

2.75%

8%

7%

2.50%

2%

6%

Q8. Where do you see the Reserve Bank of New Zealand official cash interest rate in 12 months time?

<2.50%

2%

Q5. How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company over the next 12 months? (Net increase - decrease)
Bond issuance

2%

5%

3%

Equity issuance

7%

10%

11%

Inventory levels

-6%

-4%

-3%

Discretionary spending

-23%

3%

5%

Levels of cash holdings

5%

1%

11%

Bank borrowing

8%

19%

11%

Financing costs

4%

29%

-5%

Headcount

8%

26%

17%

Operating margins

6%

27%

6%

Dividends/share buybacks

22%

Capital expenditure

32%

43%

29%

Operating costs

28%

40%

40%

Operating cash flow

30%

46%

42%

Revenues

63%

76%

58%

Q6. Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to pursue over the next 12 months? (Net increase-decrease)
Asset disposal

16%

13%

13%

New capital raising

8%

13%

14%

Increasing leverage

17%

21%

21%

M&A

31%

30%

33%

Renegotiating financing facilities

26%

36%

29%

Introducing new products/services or expanding into new markets

68%

67%

64%

Organic expansion

73%

68%

63%
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2013

2014

2015

Q9. How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for New Zealand corporates? (Net very high+high+above
normal - below normal)
Corporate debt

28%

27%

34%

Equity issuance

15%

20%

21%

Bank Borrowing

71%

62%

69%

Internal funding (from profits)

57%

64%

60%

Very costly

2%

3%

2%

Somewhat costly

18%

29%

26%

Neutral

43%

39%

38%

Somewhat cheap

33%

27%

29%

Very cheap

4%

2%

5%

Very available

17%

30%

36%

Somewhat available

58%

51%

44%

Neutral

21%

11%

18%

Somewhat hard to get

4%

6%

2%

Very hard to get

0%

2%

1%

Overgeared

30%

24%

14%

Optimally geared

43%

44%

27%

Undergeared

27%

32%

59%

Raise significantly

5%

6%

4%

Raise somewhat

24%

27%

26%

No change

42%

41%

41%

Reduce somewhat

19%

16%

23%

Reduce significantly

4%

4%

2%

Not Applicable

6%

7%

4%

Q10. How would you rate the overall cost of new credit for New Zealand corporates?

Q11. How would you rate the overall availability of new credit for New Zealand corporates?

Q12. What do you think of the level of gearing on New Zealand corporate balance sheets?

Q13. What is the aim for your company’s level of gearing over the next 12 months?

How formally is risk appetite defined in your organisation?
Documented high level statements

13%

Verbal agreement only

16%
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2013

2014

2015

Documented statement that covers limited key risk categories

20%

Documented statement that covers all significant risk categories and cascaded down the organisation

24%

Documented statement that covers all significant risk categories at corporate level only

28%

With regard to your experience of the broader market and other companies in your industry, how does your organisation’s
appetite for risk fall within the risk spectrum?
Significantly risk taking

0%

Somewhat risk taking

22%

Neutral

20%

Somewhat risk averse

52%

Significantly risk averse

6%

What are the top two factors that have a negative impact on your risk appetite?
Economic uncertainty

41%

Board attitudes

32%

Low growth environment

30%

Regulation

29%

Increasing business model disruptions

29%

Funding risks

20%

Government policy uncertainty

11%

Other

6%

Increasing litigation

2%

What are the top two factors that have a positive impact on your risk appetite (i.e. you are prepared to take more risks to
drive opportunity)?
Existing business with growing opportunities

62%

New markets opening up

32%

New technology to drive growth

29%

New channels to market

28%

2015 CFO Survey
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2013

2014

2015

Competitor activity

20%

Stakeholder pressure to utilise capital

12%

Declining value of dollar

11%

Other

4%

Changing regulatory freedom

3%

How does management’s view of risk differ from your Board’s view?
Significantly

2%

Moderately

20%

Slightly

43%

Not at all

35%

Who is primarily responsible for determining the risk appetite for you organisation?
Board

59%

Executive Leadership

41%

CRO

0%

Risk & Compliance

0%
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